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to us as well.” - Voltaire
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In reaction to contemporary society,
where women’s authority over space
and body is constantly at stake,
an unapologetic utilization of the
feminist lens, as both disciplinary
positioning and generative design
device, serves as a means to
confront and redefine architecture’s
relationship with body. The work
of feminists within the discipline
of architecture and beyond provide
crucial precedents for reclaiming
the subjectivity of the female body
through a spectrum of subversive
misuse.
While cultural and societal roles of
the woman in the home has existed
for a long period of time prior, the
Cult of Domesticity introduced an
explicit vernacular and attitude
of interior living. Its emphasis of
values launched a new chapter in
the narrative of domesticity, of the
home, in which now the woman
plays a completely aestheticized,
orchestrated role within the space
she occupied. Running parallel to
this history of the domestic interior
is the emergence and interiorization
of the bathroom as an essential
architecture. The bathroom, and
subsequent realms of sanitation,
developed in close proximity to
regimes of power, race, and class.
The notion of a second bathroom

becoming a status symbol, hired help
coming in to clean and sanitize a space
deemed taboo by the upper classes.
We now live in very specific moment in
the history of the bathroom, one that
elevates the notion of commodified
wellness. Corporations push the idea of
the bathroom as sanctuary, particularly
to young women, marketing and
capitalizing on “self care”: light your
candles, grab your merlot, put on your
moisturizing sheet mask and unwind
from the long, arduous day.
Investigating a portrait of American
Domesticity, the traditional Levittown
Cape Cod home emerges as problematic,
fraught with gendered spaces
and wholly constructed binaries.
These are spaces where women are
rendered invisible on multiple levels,
including representations of labor
and aestheticization. This thesis
acknowledges and subsequently rejects
an architectural past of gendered
spaces and projects an intersectional
domesticity. Utilizing a core of feminist
theory, the notion of “personal as
political,” the Levittown home will
embody and encapsulate the subjectivity
of the body in a charged context, and
ultimately exist as a bathroom. In this
strategy of bathroom-as-house/houseas-bathroom, architectural elements
are merged and radically redefined
with bathroom objects to create bodily
conditions that disrupt the canon of
domesticity in which Levittown was
birthed. This new domesticity provides
a spectrum of intense misbehavior,
resulting in typologies of both/and as
opposed to either/or.
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The rooms differ so completely; they are calm or thunderous;
open on to the sea, or, on the contrary, give on to a prison yard
are hung with washing; or alive with opals and silks; are hard
horsehair or soft as feathers--one has only to go into any room
in any street for the whole of that extremely complex force of
femininity to fly in one’s face. How should it be otherwise? For
women have sat indoors all these millions of years, so that by t
time the very walls are permeated by their creative force, whic
has, indeed, so overcharged the capacity of bricks and mortar
it must needs harness itself to pens and brushes and business a
politics. But this creative power differs greatly from the creativ
power of men. And one must conclude that it would be a thous
pities if it were hindered or wasted, for it was won by centurie
The Feminist Lens

It is essential to preface this book by stating the
premise that this thesis was generated through
an unapologetically feminist lens. The feminist
lens and perspective has been productively
utilized through other disciplines, and is
beginning to make its way to the forefront of
architectural discourse. Artists and Filmmakers
such as Cindy Sherman, Tracey Emin, the
Guerilla Girls, and Chantal Akerman, serve not
only as successful precedents, but feminist allies
who have worked to reclaim the subjectivity
of the female body through creative modes of
complaining and misbehaving. Contemporary
architectural practices, such as f-architecture,
are set a standard for exploiting architecture to
challenge the conventional relationships between
architecture and body/ With our current sociopolitical climate fueling the war over women’s
bodily autonomy, an intersectional feminist lens
is absolutely essential.

Tracey Emin is an English artist
whose work is so fervently
autobiographical and confessional.
While her work focuses a great deal
on experiences of the feminine,
the presence of the female body is
nonexistent. Instead of recaliming
the subjectivity of the female body
through bodily imagery, she focuses
on the entirety of a messy, genuine,
sometimes traumatic experience.
as seen in her installation "My Bed,"
(left).

Cindy Sherman's self portrait
photography often reclaims the
objectification of the female body,
as she reclaims the male gaze on her
own. Her Untitled Film Stills (one
shown right) show a multipicity
of female subjects in a variety of
contexts, and her adaptations
ultimately become a subversive
technique in her feminist tactics.
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Carrie Mae Weems' work explores
family relationships, cultural
identity, sexism, class, political
systems, and the consequences of
power. Her Kitchen Table series
(right) provides moments of intense
domesticity that allow for narratives
that further contemporary discourse
to emerge.

Claude Cahun's surrealist selfportaiture often explored gender
identity and nonconformity. Their
work has often been regarded
as a successful control over a
woman's own representation as
both subject and object. It often
challenges traditional ideas of
female representation, as well as
heterosexual representation in the
world of photography. (Left: Self
Portrait, 1928)
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Chantal Akerman's film Jeanne Dielman, 23, quai du
Commerce, 1080 Bruxelles, showcases a three day span
of a middle-aged widow's daily life. The film is sparse,
yet at the same time encompasses the entirety of her
world. The relationship of Jeanne to her home becomes
an intense symbiosis, where at certain points you cannot
discern the subject from the architecture.
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“feminist architecture collaborative is a three-woman research
enterprise aimed at disentangling the contemporary spatial
politics of bodies, intimately and globally. Their projects
traverse theoretical and activist registers to locate new forms
of architectural work through critical relationships with
collaborators across continents and an expanding definition
of Designer*.” -f-architecture.com
Feminist architecture collaborative’s work examines the
highly politicized nature of the female body. From doing
ongoing research on the construct of virginity and designing
comso-office environments, these women are keeping up with
and linking the ever evolving discourse between feminism
and architecture.
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“Unfortunately, every era needs to demonize feminist.
The Feminazi was the 1990s version. The term was
coined by radio talk-show host Rush Limbaugh to
describe women who support abortion rights. It
was taken up by ultra-right-wing conservatives
everywhere and came to refer feminists in general. (…)
A Feminazi is a strident, controlling bitch who – Oh,
horrible crime!– insists on equal right for women. She
doesn’t agree with the right-wing construct that the
man is the ruler of the home. Her goal in life is to turn
men into whimpering slaves who take care of the kids
and share the housecleaning, something men must
resist at all costs or American society will crumple even
more. The Guerrilla Girls are still waiting for the day
when everyone will think of the Feminist as a positive
stereotype. Don’t let us wait too long.”
-Guerrilla Girls, Bitches, Bimbos, and Ballbreakers: The Guerrilla Girls' Illustrated Guide to Female

Stereotypes, 2003.
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In today’s culture, the attitude of male dominance
over the female body is still very much alive. With
those accused of sexual assault and misconduct
holding high positions in the political realm,
the female body becomes a political vehicle.
The stakes of a woman’s control over her body
have never been higher (with certain officials
dead set on reversing years of reproductive
justive laws), and are reluctantly in the hands of
those who do not respect it, let alone deserve it.
However, along the lines of the feminist ideology
of “personal becoming political,” this New York
Times Headline states it best: “Tr*mp Galvanized
a Movement of Women. K*v*n*ugh Is Testing It.”

Top to Bottom: U.S. President D*n*ld Tr*mp, U.S. Supreme
Court Justice Br*tt K*v*n*ugh, U.S. Senator L*nds*y Gr*h*m

We are currently wading through the “Fourth
Wave” of the western Feminist movement, and
societal elements, such as social media, allow
for information to be dispersed at unfathomable
speeds. With the current political climate in
the United States, women’s authority over space
and body is at the forefront of conversation.
With alleged assaulters being elected and
appointed, and movements such as #MeToo
consistently trending, the safety and well-being
of the female body is clearly at stake. While we
may be traipsing through the “Fourth Wave” of
Feminism, our contemporary political climate
has intensified the problem of the toxic white
feminist, who solely focus on the plight of the
white woman. The notion that there is a mode of
feminism that must be labeled “intersectional”
proves that there is much more progress that
must be made.
If the female body is at stake, the contemporary
(arguably evolved) state of the domestic interior
is as well. How will we adapt? What changes can
the domestic interior endure without ultimately
sacrificing the solace it currently provides?
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The Cult of Domesticity, which emerged in the 19th
century, focused on the relationships between women,
the feminine, and the home. These values launched
a new chapter in the narrative of domesticity, of the
home, in which now the woman plays a completely
specific, orchestrated part within the specific context of
the space she occupied. As time progressed, the woman
and her domestic interior evolved codependently.
Depending on the perspective and time period, it can
be seen as liberating or oppressive. Displayed through
a multitude of mediums, the architecture surrounding
the woman both consumes her and aestheicizes her,
and a great deal of that is due to outside societal context
and influence.
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Levittown Cape Cod Home, 1947. Image Credit: University of Illinois at Chicago Library

This thesis exists in a relatively specific domestic
realm, and challenges the normative, gendered canon of
domestic life. The Levittown Cape Cod home emerged
in an era of highly prescriptive notions of womanhood.
Walls were constructed as physical and social boundaries,
dictating the actions of women as well as their
representations in advertisements, and pop culture.

(Right: Floor Plan of Levittown Cape Cod Home)
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Levittown Cape Cod Home Programmatic Massing Model
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Levittown Cape Cod Home Framing Model
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Cradled in the standardized Levittown Cape Cod Home, this bathroom serves a status symbol for
the normative nuclear family. Decked out in the “latest” American Standard Bathroom elements,
the space is glamorous, modern, and squeaky clean. With new, exotic colored features installed
for personalization, this bathroom is a uniquely mundane space for the woman of the house to
wash away all of her free time. The bathroom becomes a point of pride, a symbol of wealth, and
introduces the element of commodified leisure into the longstanding narrative of domestic spaces.
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The bathroom, and subsequent realms of sanitation, developed in close proximity to regimes of
power, race, and class. The notion of a second bathroom becoming a status symbol, hired help
coming in to clean and sanitize a space deemed taboo by the upper classes. These are spaces
where women are rendered invisible on multiple levels, including representations of labor and
aestheticization. By acknowledging and subsequently rejecting an architectural past of gendered
space and representation, and this thesis projects an intersectional domesticity.
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We now live in very specific moment in the history of the bathroom, one that elevates the notion
of commodified wellness. While women are still aestheticized, they are now falling target to
corporations pushing the notion of "self care," which when commodified consists of luxury bath
products, liquid detoxes, and $150 candles.
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Bathroom trends are not solely a result of iconic Kohler illustrations found in Good Housekeeping.
As a result of the commodified self-care/wellness trends, the bathroom has adopted a pseudospa typology. She comes home from her long day of work and Barre classes (bought on Groupon,
of course), pours her glass of wine and soaks next to her monstera plant, surprised it’s still alive.
All that matters is her merlot and her Aesop brand bubble bath. Updated with the most-pinned
features (marble floors, shower eucalyptus, and a revived midcentury vanity, naked on its surface,
save the Byredo hand soap), the bathroom wholly serves commodity while lacking identity.
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In responding to contemporary network culture, the feminist notion of “personal
as political” takes on an entirely new context. With the consistent advancements
of and access to technology, the realms of public and private spaces have all
begun to merge and convene simultaneously in the digital sphere. As social
media has become a highly utilized platform of outreach for the feminist agenda,
it has also enabled this threshold into a once private domestic realm.
In addition, the heightened usage of sites such as Pinterest, Houzz, even
Instagram creates a new relationship between architect and user or client.
Following trends like #bathroominspo begins to transfer design agency from the
architect to the pin, the post, the like. The emergence and saturation of materials
like marble, and colors like millenial pink in the bathroom atmosphere prove that
commodification has fully infiltrated bathroom design. Nothing is truly unique.
However, the curation that is involved with social media platforms such
as Pinterest and Instagram and their portrayals of the domestic realm beg
the question of authenticity. How do these (often) staged interiors create
commentary on the theatricsof domesticity, and how has the female presence
evolved with this emergence of the domestic non-space?
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Utilizing a core of feminist theory, the notion of
“personal as political,” the Levittown home will now
embody and encapsulate the subjectivity of the body in a
charged context, and ultimately exist as a bathroom. In
this strategy of bathroom-as-house/house-as-bathroom,
architectural elements are merged and radically
redefined with bathroom objects to create bodily
conditions that not only disrupt notions of traditional
domesticity, but also formally disrupt the canonical Cape
Cod typology to allow for a multitude of occupants, each
embodying a unique womanhood. Ultimately, this thesis
begs the questions: What does it mean to work against an
architectural binary to create an intersectional space?
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Test Arrangements of Anchoring Objects
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Anchoring Model
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The Bathub and the Stair

In the context of the bathtub, the body completes an act
of submerging. It is not only a site of cleaning, scrubbing,
bathing, but also a site of relaxing, of unwinding. The tub
has become synonymous with luxury, particularly in pop
culture, with scenes such as the iconic Julia RobertsPrince sing-along in Pretty Woman (above) occurring in
the bath. By ascending the stairs to then submerge, the
notion of relaxation is further elevated. By physically
breaking through the quintessential Levittown form, this
hybrid radically redefines the formal identity of the house.
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The Sink and the Door
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The sink serves as a threshold of sanitation, of
purification. In the context of the bathroom, it is often the
first and last stop in and out of the space. In commercials
and advertisements for items such as facial cleansers
(above), the sink emerges as the sole object demarcating
the bathroom space. In pairing the sink with the door,
the notion of the threshold is exaggerated, and the spatial
quality of the bathroom expands and contracts with each
turn of the hinge.
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The Shower and the Table

The shower is a site in which
sexualization seems to be the
only portrayal, regardless of
gender. However, it is also
a place where women are
individually vulnerable, and the
curtain creates a shield from
the vulnerability. That shield
is exploited a great deal in pop
culture, with scenes from films as
opposite as Psycho (above) and Elf
(left), where women are unaware
of the men behind the curtain.
Although one is a murderer and
the other is a Christmas elf, they
both pose a threat to the women's
unapologetic vulnerability.
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The Toilet and the Window

The toilet is the most taboo bathroom object of all.
Given the urban legend that women do not have bowel
movements, the association between woman and toilet is
virtually nonexistent. In instances like The Big Lebowski
(above) the position of the toilet seat often indicates the
presence of a woman. In creating a dynamic relationship
between the window and the toilet, the taboo is brought
into the normative. The “filthy” actions and functions
are brought to the forefront of the home, creating a
transparency around the societally unspeakable.
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Appendix
01. Seat Down and Shut Up
While this thesis explores the relationship and
portrayal of the female body within the domestic
interior, this probe examines how, in analyzing this
charged figure-space relationship, even the most
banal details become politicized. At the “site” of the
bathroom, the hinge of the toilet seat transforms the
seat itself into a object that could parallel Marcel
Duchamp’s Door 11 rue Larrey: it’s position serves
two thresholds, the threshold of the man’s
presence and the threshold of the woman’s
presence. However, the male presence can exist as
the seat is both up and down, but when the seat is
up, the presence of the woman is nonexistent, she is
rendered invisible. Taking the relationship between
the hinge and seat to catalyze a threshold, this probe
includes four modified toilet seats with subsequent
micronarratives, exploring how not only the objects
we encounter, but also the language we use
constructs our understandings of gender and its
subsequent roles and representations.
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Up/Down
Fuzzz

Your basic, run-of-the-mill toilet seat. Lifts up. Moves down.
Pretty self- explanatory.
The notion of “femininity” has been stretched far and wide, and
shaped into this mold of absurdity. She’s cute, she’s fun, she’s
fragrant, she’s flirty, she’s pink, she’s always down for a good time.
This toilet is a “hyper-she.” By ticking every stereotypical box, she
evokes the laughable societal standards for women, who “use” the
bathroom, but never the toilet itself.

Hinge

The hinge is the machine that transforms the toilet seat into a
gendered threshold. The concept of a threshold is constructed
not only architecturally in producing conditions of open/closed
or visible/invisible, but also societally in our understanding of
presence of the female. Male up, female down. This toilet with
a plethora of hinges seeks to create a multitude of points, a “kit
of parts” threshold, if you will. Does this threshold of thresholds
solve all of our problems? Or does this absurd machine prove
useless and render us all invisible?

Stuck

This seat has been given specific bias and attitude, specifically
in the fact that the lid and seat are stuck together, and one
will not lift without the other. By catering to a singular (male)
audience, this notion could be lauded, hence the gold paint, in its
elimination of the need to lift two thresholds in one fell swoop. In
this condition of being stuck, the seat participates in excluding
the female completely, as seat either exists in a completely closed
(fully invisible) or totally lifted (and also completely invisible)
scenario.

Split

Particularly in contemporary society, the conversations on
gender relations quickly become charged debates. “Can’t we all
just get along? Can’t we all just coexist?” While the road path
to answers is clear and simple to some, others are not willing
to sacrifice the road they are already traveling. This toilet seat
is a “half-assed” compromise. It allows for a simultaneous
presence and recognition of the opposed. In being split down the
middle, there’s equal room for all to participate and (begin to)
understand.
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02. Gendering the Hinge

Toilet Seat Plan
2”=1’-0”

Toilet Seat Hinge Detail
4”=1’-0”
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Toilet Seat Section
2”=1’-0”
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03. Final Installation

Frames constructed with the assistance of Alexa Thorne and Scott Craft.
Installed with the assistance of Taylor McCabe.
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Utilizing the investigation of the
domestic bathroom, this thesis
unpacks and analyses the roles and
representations of the female body
in the domestic interior over time,
in order to reframe and redefine the
relationship between woman and
home through a feminist lens.

